Difficulty in applying the field inspections of the voters and lack of clear procedures for the civilian employed in the armed forces.

The civil Coalition for Monitoring the parliamentary Elections 2010” RASED “ revealed that complains have been received on the difficulty of applying the field inspection for the voters for the purpose of transferring their electoral districts with varied treatment of this issue by the responsible bodies.

“The procedures for the civilian employed in the armed forces are not clear, and some of them were not able to complete their registration” stated by the report.

On the other hand, the report commented on the continued presence of personal connection (wasta) to proceed and speed some of the procedures for some citizens, especially for some former MPs, which reflect citizens’ complaints and dissatisfaction.

Moreover, the report drew attention to the mistreatment of some citizens by some CSPD’s employee, which caused conflict with the citizens, further the intervention of security forces. For the governorates of Zarqa and Irbid the report reveals that the citizens’ dissatisfaction continued because of candidates’ representatives’ access to queue papers which make the registration harder on them. Moreover, citizens were dissatisfaction because of the continued queues disruption in many of the registration centers due to technical malfunctions of the identification cards issuance devices.

To overcome the problem of staff shortages at the CSPD offices, some of the employees have used their family’s members assistant to precede the registration process, such as sorting the identification cards.

The report pointed out that some of Zarka municipality's staff were working as a candidate’s representative at one of Zarqa registration enters where special facilitation were provided to the that candidate due to blood connection of one of the employee at the registration center.
While Al “Rased” for the third week reported that most of the CSPD offices didn’t allocate specific windows or signs for the voters’ registration process. For Jerash and Ma’an governorates; the observers recorded increasing on number of voter’s registration, with remarkably increasing of women voters’ registration.

On the other hand, the observers have recorded cases of theft in some of the registration centers, particulate cases in Marka, and Zarqa.

In order to raise the Jordanians participation in the upcoming parliamentary elections the report recommended the government to increase the period of voters’ registration and to intensify the media campaigns to urge citizens to register, with emphases on the universities’ students. Moreover, the report emphasis on the importance of assigning qualified employees at the registrations centers and to provide technical assistants for the registration devices. Further, the report recommended the CSPD employees to prevent group’s registrations, prevent personal connection (wasta), and be accountable and transparent when working on the registration process.

**It’s worth mentioned that this report produced by the Civil Coalition for Monitoring the Parliamentary Elections 2010” RASED “ which consist of 25 CSOs, aiming at fostering democratic process in Jordan.**